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ABSTRACT Guanine:adenine (G:A) mismatches and in particular tandem G:A (tG:A) mismatches are frequently observed in
biological RNA molecules and can serve as sites for tertiary interaction, metal binding and protein recognition. Depending on the
surrounding sequence tG:A mismatches can adopt different basepairing topologies. In the sequence context (59-) GGAC
(tandemG:A in bold) a face-to-face (imino or Watson-Crick-like) pairing is preferred whereas in the CGAG context, G and A adopt
a sheared arrangement. Systematic conformational searches with a generalized Born continuummodel and molecular dynamics
simulations including explicit water molecules and ions have been used to generate face-to-face and sheared tG:A mismatches
in both CGAG and GGAC sequence contexts. Conformations from both approaches were evaluated using the same force ﬁeld
and a Poisson-Boltzmann continuum solvent model. Although the substate analysis predicted the sheared arrangement to be
energetically preferred in both sequence contexts, a signiﬁcantly greater preference of the sheared form was found for the CGAG
context. In agreement with the experimental observation, the analysis of molecular dynamics trajectories indicated a preference
of the sheared form in the case of the CGAG-context and a favorization of the face-to-face form in the case of the GGAC context.
The computational studies allowed to identify energetic contributions that stabilize or destabilize the face-to-face and sheared
tandem mismatch topologies. The calculated nonpolar solvation and Lennard-Jones packing interaction were found to stabilize
the sheared topology independent of the sequence context. Electrostatic contributions are predicted to make the most signiﬁcant
contribution to the sequence context dependence on the structural preference of tG:A mismatches.
INTRODUCTION
Tandem guanine:adenine mismatches (59GA39/39AG59) are
frequently observed in many biological RNAs, such as the
hammerhead ribozyme (Pley et al., 1994), the Tetrahymena
ribozyme (Cate et al., 1996a,b), and in ribosomal RNA (Ban
et al., 2000; Schlu¨nzen et al., 2000; Wimberley et al., 2000;
Schlu¨nzen et al., 2001), and can serve as sites for tertiary
interactions as well as ligand binding (Gutell et al., 1994;
Gautheret et al., 1994; Guzman et al., 1998). The mismatch
order G:A followed by A:G is more prevalent in biological
RNAs than the order A:G followed by G:A (Gutell et al.,
1994; SantaLucia and Turner, 1993; Wu et al., 1997).
Structural studies indicate that the conformation of the
tandem G:A (tG:A) mismatch motif depends on the ﬂanking
sequences, and can adopt two main distinct basepairing
topologies (SantaLucia and Turner, 1993; Wu and Turner,
1996; Heus et al., 1997; Zhang et al., 1998). In the GGAC
context, a face-to-face (Watson-Crick type) imino proton
pairing scheme is preferred, whereas in the CGAG context,
G and A adopt a sheared pairing arrangement (SantaLucia
and Turner, 1993; Wu and Turner, 1996). Both pairing
schemes provide very different interaction surfaces accessi-
ble for proteins and other ligands in the RNA minor and
major grooves (Fig. 1). In addition, the two alternative topo-
logies deform the groove geometry to different degrees. The
face-to-face arrangement widens and increases the accessi-
bility of the RNA major groove (Wu and Turner, 1996). The
sheared topology decreases the distance between the oppo-
site RNA strands and creates an overall more compact
structure. The overrepresentation of the sheared form in bio-
logical RNAs (Gautheret et al., 1994; Wu and Turner, 1996)
has been attributed to the fact that only the sheared arrange-
ment may allow for certain tertiary contacts involving base
functional groups that are not accessible in the case of the
face-to-face form. Based on an experimental estimate of the
free energy necessary to switch from the face-to-face into
a sheared arrangement of ;2–3 kcal mol1 it has been
speculated that protein-RNA binding may provide sufﬁcient
energy to promote such a switch, and in turn can lead to
a global change in the RNA geometry (Wu and Turner,
1996).Understandingglobal conformational changes inRNA,
and how they can be mediated by protein-RNA or RNA-
RNA interactions, is of biological importance to understand
the function of large RNA-containing biomolecules.
The experimental structure determination alone does not
explain the structural preference for the two possible pairing
geometries in tG:A mismatches in different sequence con-
texts. Aim of the present study is to use a Poisson-Boltzmann
and a generalized Born continuum solvent model (Still et al.,
1990; Hawkins et al., 1995, 1996; Jayaram et al., 1998;
Srinivasan et al., 1998, 1999) to analyze the energetic con-
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tributions that stabilize or destabilize the two possible tG:A
basepair topologies in RNA and how neighboring basepairs
affect their relative stability. Such a simulation model is only
an approximation to reality. However, it has already been
used successfully to study conformational preferences of
single base bulges and hairpin loop structures in RNA and
DNA, in good agreement with experimental results (Srini-
vasan et al., 1998; Zacharias and Sklenar, 1999; Zacharias,
2001). Generalized Born-type solvation models have also
been used to study the dynamics of nucleic acids (Williams
and Hall, 1999, 2000a,b; Tsui and Case, 2000) in very rea-
sonable agreement with simulations in the presence of expli-
cit solvent (Tsui and Case, 2000).
Systematic conformational searches have been employed
in the current study to investigate structural preferences of
tG:A mismatches. In this approach, only energy-minimized
conformational substates have been considered. In a second
approach, ensembles of tG:A conformations obtained from
a molecular dynamics simulation in the presence of explicit
solvent and ions have been analyzed using the same con-
tinuum solvent model and force ﬁeld as used to evaluate
conformations from the conformational search. The results
of both approaches show qualitative agreement and are
compatible with the experimentally observed conformational
preference of tG:A mismatches. For the sheared tandem
tG:A arrangement, two low energy subtopologies were
found in both the substate analysis as well as the molecular
dynamics simulations that differ in the hydrogen-bonding
pattern, and that are also observed in experimental G:A mis-
match-containing structures. The analysis of energetic con-
tributions allows to elucidate the origin of the sequence
context-dependence of the structural preference and offers
some insight into interactions that stabilize the sheared and
face-to-face tG:A topologies.
METHODS
A modiﬁed version of the Junction Minimization of Nucleic Acids
(JUMNA) program (Lavery et al., 1995) in combination with the Cornell
et al. (1995) force ﬁeld was used for energy minimization (EM) and
conformational search. The energy function consisted of pairwise additive
nonbonded Coulomb and Lennard-Jones terms (no cutoff) and valence angle
and dihedral angle contributions. During EM electrostatic reaction ﬁeld
contributions (EreGB) due to differences in the dielectric constants assigned
to the RNA molecule (ein ¼ 1.0) and surrounding aqueous solvent (ew ¼
78.0) were calculated using the generalized Born (GB) model (Still et al.,
1990). The aij were calculated using the pairwise descreening approximation
described by Hawkins et al. (1995, 1996). The modiﬁed Bondi set of atomic
radii (Bondi, 1964) as derived by Tsui and Case (2000) was used with the
following values (in A˚): RH ¼ 1.3 (aliphatic hydrogens), RHN ¼ 1.2 (for
hydrogens connected to nitrogen atoms), RH¼ 0.8 (for hydrogens connected
to sugar O29 or O39 atoms), RC ¼ 1.7, RN ¼ 1.55, RO ¼ 1.5, and RP ¼ 1.85.
The descreening parameters were SH ¼ 0.85, SC ¼ 0.72, SN ¼ 0.79, SO ¼
0.85, and SP¼ 0.86, with a radius offset parameter of0.125 A˚. For the ﬁnal
minimized structures, electrostatic reaction ﬁeld and salt contributions were
also calculated with the ﬁnite-difference Poisson-Boltzmann (FDPB)
method as implemented in the University of Houston Brownian Dynamics
program (Madura et al., 1995), and the same atom radii, as used in the GB
model. For calculations in the presence of salt, the nonlinear FDPB was
solved (Sharp and Honig, 1990).
Surface area-dependent nonpolar solvation contributions (DESASA) were
evaluated from the accessible surface area (Shrake and Rupley, 1973), with
a surface area tension coefﬁcient of g ¼ 0.00542 kcal3mol1 A˚2 (Sitkoff
et al., 1994). This term was only calculated for the ﬁnal energy-minimized
structures since it varies very little between different conformers of one
topology (\;0.1 kcal 3 mol1). The total energy of a conformer (DEtotPB
or DEtotGB) is given as a sum of Coulomb (DECoul), Lennard-Jones (DELJ),
valence and torsion angle (DETA), electrostatic solvation (DEreGB, DErePB or
DErePBsalt), and nonpolar solvation contributions (DESASA).
RNA structures and conformational search
The experimentally determined RNA structures for the two self-comple-
mentary sequences (A: (rGCGGACGC)2) and (B: (rGGCGAGCC)2) were
used as start structures for conformational searches. The experimental
structure for sequence A indicates a face-to-face G:A pairing (Wu and
Turner, 1996; see Fig. 1). Based on its structure the JUMNA program was
used to generate a face-to-face model for sequence B. Vice versa the
structure for sequence B with an experimentally observed sheared G:A
tandem mismatch (SantaLucia and Turner, 1993) served as the template for
a sheared model structure for sequence A. Systematic conformational
searches were performed starting from the four structures. During the
conformational search, various combinations of backbone torsion-angle
window constraints were applied during constraint energy minimization for
the mismatch nucleotides and adjacent nucleotides (other nucleotides were
kept in A-form). For the three central dinucleotide steps, the torsion angles a
were constraint to two windows (708; 508) or (608; 1208), g to (508; 708)
or (1708; 1708), and z to (708; 508) or (1708; 1708), and the d-torsion
angles of the two central nucleotides (G and A) were constraint to either the
FIGURE 1 Tandem G:A mismatches in the face-to-face (A) and sheared
(B) basepairing forms.
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C39-endo (708; 908) or C29-endo (1408; 1608) regimes, respectively,
resulting in 2048 combinations (only symmetric constraints on both strands
have been considered). All structures were subsequently relaxed by
unconstraint energy minimization. For a subset of low energy conformers,
the orientation of the central 29-OH groups was systematically scanned to
identify an optimal orientation. The 30 lowest energy structures from each
search were collected and evaluated using the FDPB approach.
Molecular dynamics simulations
The lowest energy structures obtained from the four conformational searches
served as start structures for molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The MD
simulations were performed with the sander module of the AMBER5
package (Pearlman et al., 1995) in a periodic box including TIP3 water
(Jorgensen et al., 1983) and ions, with the PME method to account for long-
range electrostatics in a periodic system and using the Cornell et al. (1995)
force ﬁeld. Initial positions of sodium counterions and ﬁve additional
sodium and chloride counterions were placed using the xleap module of the
AMBER package. Approximately 2000 water molecules were added to ﬁll
the box. A 9-A˚ cutoff for the short-range nonbonded interactions was used in
combination with the particle mesh Ewald option, using a grid spacing of
;0.9 A˚ to account for long-range electrostatic interactions. After a heating
and equilibration phase of the solvent and ions and subsequent heating of the
whole system in 50-K steps (up to 300 K) within 0.1 ns, each system was
equilibrated for 1.0 ns at 300 K followed by 3 ns data-gathering time. A set
of 200 solute structures along the trajectories were postprocessed using the
FDPB continuum solvent model described above (molecular mechanics
Poisson-Boltzmann surface area—MM/PBSA—method; see Srinivasan
et al., 1998, and Kollman et al., 2000). For each solute structure in the
trajectory ﬁle, the same molecular mechanical energy as for the above
energy-minimized conformations consisting of bonded and nonbonded
energy terms of the Cornell et al. (1995) force ﬁeld was calculated,
supplemented with a polar and nonpolar solvation contribution. The
solvation contributions were calculated in the same way and with the same
parameters as used for the evaluation of conformers generated during the
conformational search. Cartesian coordinate ﬂuctuations for all heavy atoms
were calculated after subtraction of overall translation and rotation.
RESULTS
Energy minimization and conformational search
Conformational searches involving 2048 different backbone
torsion angle combinations for the central face-to-face or
sheared tG:A mismatch motif and ﬂanking basepairs were
performed for the two sequence contexts 59-GGCGAGCC
(in the following: CGAG) and 59-GCGGACGC (in the
following: GGAC), respectively. Energy minimization of
each conformer was performed including a GB continuum
solvent model for the electrostatic interactions. For compar-
ison in each of the four cases, a subset of low energy con-
formations was also evaluated using the FDPB approach. A
reasonable correlation between electrostatic reaction ﬁeld
energies for both approaches was found. The correlation was
better for the face-to-face form. Therefore, the relative
ranking of low energy substates correlates quite well for both
electrostatic models in the case of the ftf-tG:A-conforma-
tions but less well in the case of the sheared tG:A arrange-
ment (see Table 1). Since the FDPB model is principally
more accurate than the GB electrostatic model, it served as
the reference model for the analysis of the results (including
0.15 M salt and solving the nonlinear PB).
The calculated lowest energy structures obtained from the
conformational search are in good agreement with available
experimental results. In the case of the GGAC sequence
context an NMR structure is known for the ftf-tG:A ar-
rangement (Wu and Turner, 1996). The Root-mean-square
deviation (RMSD) between the lowest energy structure from
the search and the experimental (average NMR) structure is
\1.5 A˚ (Fig. 2). A characteristic feature of the experimental
structure is an a-g ﬂip (a concerted change of the backbone
TABLE 1 Ranking of tandem G:A mismatch conformers from conformational searches
DEtotPBsalt DEtotPB DEtotGB DErePB DEreGB DECoul DEElec DELJ DESASA DETA
CGAG (Sheared)
1 e/z(4) type I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 a/g(5) 3.4 0.6 2.4 135.9 137.6 144.1 8.2 4.6 0.6 3.6
3 e/z(4) type II 2.9 3.4 2.7 22.1 28.3 24.3 2.2 1.7 0.3 3.2
4 e/z(4,5) a/g(6) 9.3 9.3 3.0 39.6 33.2 38.4 1.2 5.6 0.3 2.9
5 e/z(4) a/g(4) 10.7 10.0 2.8 62.0 54.7 63.2 1.2 5.8 0.0 5.3
CGAG(ftf)
1 a/g(4) 7.6 7.0 7.3 106.4 106.7 108.4 2.0 10.7 0.8 2.7
2 A-form 7.3 7.6 7.2 32.3 32.5 32.1 0.2 11.5 0.8 4.4
CGAG (Sheared)
1 e/z(4) type I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 a/g(5) 2.6 0.3 1.5 107.4 108.9 118.5 11.1 6.4 0.5 4.3
3 e/z(4) type II 2.7 3.6 3.3 19.8 26.6 21.5 1.7 0.6 0.4 2.7
4 e/z(4,5)a/g(6) 5.5 6.0 6.4 33.9 28.7 37.2 3.3 8.5 0.2 0.9
5 e/z(4) a/g(4) 12.0 11.4 1.5 54.2 44.6 52.0 2.2 4.8 0.2 4.4
GGAC(ftf)
1 a/g(4) 3.8 3.6 3.6 100.4 100.5 105.5 5.0 11.9 0.8 4.2
2 A-form 5.1 6.4 3.9 29.6 27.3 30.4 0.8 12.6 0.8 5.8
Energetic contributions are given in kcal mol1 and with respect to the lowest energy sheared tG:A substate (this state shows best agreement with the
experimental sheared tG:A structure; SantaLucia and Turner, 1993). The main deviations with respect to A-form backbone structure (nucleotide positions are
given in parentheses) of each substate are indicated in the ﬁrst column. The second column corresponds to the total energy of the conformer with respect to
the FDPB approach (10.15 M salt). For the other energy terms, see Methods section.
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torsion angle a and g from –gauche and 1gauche, respec-
tively, toward a trans state) at the central G-A step. This same
backbone feature was also found in the lowest energy ftf-
tG:A-structure from the conformational search (see Tables 1
and 2). An a-g ﬂip can cause a slight increase in the distance
between opposite strands compared to regular RNA allowing
for more space to accommodate a large G:A pair compared
to a regular Watson-Crick basepair. However, the second-
lowest energy substate showed a backbone conformation
typical for A-form RNA. Other low energy structures (not
included in Table 1) differ from the lowest energy structure
in additional a-g ﬂips at neighboring nucleotides and in
different orientation of the 29-OH group. In the case of the
CGAG sequence context, the structure with an a-g ﬂip at the
central A-G step was found to be almost isoenergetic with
the fully A-form backbone geometry (Table 1). The optimal
orientation of the 29-OH group for each low energy substate
was investigated separately. Both for the A-form ﬂanking
nucleotides as well as for the central tG:A (ftf) mismatches,
three minimum energy orientations were found. These
minima correspond to H29-C29-O29-HO dihedral angles of
;808, 1908, and 3108, respectively, and closely match the
orientations found in explicit solvent simulations of RNA
(Aufﬁnger and Westhof, 1997). Of these minima the orien-
tation that points toward the sugar O39-atom (H29-C29-O29-
HO dihedral angles of ;808) was generally the lowest
energy orientation. This orientation is also the preferred
orientation found in MD simulations of RNA (Aufﬁnger and
Westhof, 1997). It should be noted that this is not a trivial
result, since simpler electrostatic models do not necessarily
agree with the optimal 29-OH orientation found in MD
simulations. In Table 1, only conformers with optimal 29-OH
orientations have been listed.
In the case of the sheared tG:A mismatches, the conformer
ranking between the two electrostatic models showed larger
differences. The lowest energy conformer (using the PB
model with added salt as reference) from both approaches,
and in both sequence contexts, showed the best agreement
with available experimental results. An NMR-derived struc-
ture has been determined for the CGAG context in the
sheared tG:A conformation (SantaLucia and Turner, 1993).
The RMSD between average NMR structure and the low-
est energy conformer was \1.4 A˚ (Fig. 2). In addition,
a characteristic feature of the backbone topology found in the
experimental structure that is a BII state characterized by an
increase of the e-torsion angle and decrease of the z-angle at
the central step was also found in the calculated lowest
energy substate (Table 2). The BII state at the central di-
nucleotide step was found in several low energy substates. A
BII state can promote a slight decrease in the distance be-
tween opposite strands and therefore supports a sheared G:A
pairing that requires a reduced distance between opposite
strands. Additional backbone variations include a-g ﬂips at
dinucleotide steps adjacent to the central step. For the 29-OH
group at the central dinucleotide step of the low energy
sheared structures, only one optimal orientation (minimum)
was found (the 29-OH vector pointing approximately toward
the O39 atom). Two subforms of G:A sheared basepairing
arrangement were found (type I and II). These two subforms
differ slightly in the distance and relative orientation of the
guanine and adenine bases in the mismatch and hydrogen-
bonding geometry (Fig. 3). In the type I two strong (short
distance) hydrogen bonds are formed between the two G:A
pairs. This form corresponds to the geometry found in the
NMR structure of tG:A mismatches in the CGAG sequence
context. In the subform II, only one short distance hydrogen
bond is formed in the mismatches; however, in this case,
a hydrogen bond between the N6H1 of the central adenine
and the O1P of the central dinucleotide step was observed.
This G:A mismatch geometry has also been found experi-
mentally; for example, as a closing pair in the x-ray structure
of GNRA tetraloops (see Fig. 3). The GB approach appears
to generally slightly favor type II, whereas the FDPB
FIGURE 2 Comparison of tandem G:A mismatch structures in stereo in
the face-to-face arrangement (A, sequence: (rGCGGACGC)2) and sheared
topology (B, sequence: (rGGCGAGCC)2). The low energy structures
obtained from the conformational searches (bold line) that showed best
agreement with experiment are superimposed on corresponding experimen-
tal NMR-derived structures (dashed lines, A: pdb-entry 1mis, Wu and
Turner, 1996; B: pdb-entry 1yfv, SantaLucia and Turner, 1993), re-
spectively.
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approach predicts a lower calculated energy for conformers
with type I sheared G:A geometry.
For both sequence contexts, the energy difference between
lowest energy sheared and ftf tG:A mismatch structures was
smaller than 8 kcal mol1. This is due to a balance between
various contributions that favor or disfavor one or the other
form. A general trend for both sequence contexts is that the
sheared arrangement is favored by van der Waals packing
interactions, the surface area-dependent nonpolar solvation
term, and slightly disfavored by more positive torsion and
valence angle contributions (Table 1).
Comparison of equivalent low energy substates in the
sheared tG:A conformation for the two sequence contexts
with any selected low energy substate from the ftf-tG:A set
of conformations (or vice versa) reveals a stronger favoriza-
tion of the sheared over the ftf form in the case of the CGAG
compared to the GGAC sequence context. In the case of
comparing the lowest energy substates that also show best
agreement with experimentally available tG:A structures, the
calculated favorization is ;7.6 kcal mol1 in the CGAG
context. For the GGAC sequence, the calculated energy
difference between the corresponding lowest energy ftf and
sheared tG:A-forms is ;3.8 kcal mol1. The greater
favorization of the sheared form in the CGAG case com-
pared to the GGAC sequence context agrees with experi-
ment. However, the calculation also predicts a lower energy
of the sheared vs. face-to-face form in the GGAC context.
This seems to contradict the experimental observation. It is
important to note that conformational entropy contributions
due to differences in the ﬂexibility of the two tG:A mismatch
forms are not included in the continuum solvent analysis.
Results from MD simulations (see below) indicate a greater
conformational ﬂexibility of the face-to-face conformation,
which makes a favorable entropic contribution to the sta-
bility of the face-to-face pairing geometry. Depending on the
selected pair of substates, electrostatic contributions can
either stabilize or destabilize the ftf form compared to the
sheared substate. However, for a given pair of substates, the
magnitude of the electrostatic energy difference tends to be
larger for the GGAC than the CGAG context. Considering
the calculated lowest energy substates that showed best
agreement with available experimental structures (substate 1
for sheared and ftf forms in Table 1) as the dominant
structural states, the electrostatic interactions overall stabilize
the ftf form by 5 kcal mol1 in the GGAC context, but by
only 2 kcal mol1 in the CGAG context.
For the comparison of lowest energy substates, the van der
Waals and Coulomb contributions were further split into
intrachain and interchain contributions (Table 3). Note that
this is not possible for the reaction ﬁeld term, which depends
on shape and charge distribution of the entire molecule. The
pattern of intra- and interstrand van der Waals contributions
to the energy difference between ftf and sheared forms is
relatively similar for both sequence contexts. Most of the van
der Waals energy difference between sheared and face-to-
face forms is due to interstrand (cross-stacking) contributions
(partially compensated by intrastrand interactions) that
signiﬁcantly stabilize the sheared form. The interstrand
base-base van der Waals interactions appear to favor the
sheared form slightly more in the GGAC context than in the
CGAG context. The Coulomb energy difference between the
two forms overall strongly favors the ftf topology in both
sequence contexts (see also Table 1). Interestingly, the
calculated total interstrand Coulomb interaction more
signiﬁcantly favors the ftf form in the case of the GGAC
context (82.3 kcal mol1) than in the CGAG context
(47.2 kcal mol1). Note that these calculated total
interaction energy differences include contributions not only
from all nucleobases but also from the sugar-phosphate
backbone interactions. The base-base charge interactions
strongly stabilize the face-to-face form in the GGAC context
(10.5 kcal mol1) whereas a calculated destabilization is
found in the CGAC context (7.8 kcal mol1). These results
indicate that electrostatic base-base complementarity makes
a signiﬁcant contribution to the sequence context-depen-
dence of the tG:A topology.
TABLE 2 Comparison of experimental and calculated lowest energy backbone structures
a (P-O59) b (O59-C59) g (C59-C49) d (C49-C39) e (C39-O39) z (O39-P)
Sheared tandem G:A mismatch
C 73.6 (77.9) 173.8 (174.4) 62.5 (59.3) 79.3 (88.7) 155.4 (158.9) 50.5 (53.6)
G 77.1 (81.1) 178.4 (177.8) 54.4 (54.4) 82.6 (90.6) 177.1 (179.0) 107.4 (106.1)
A 66.1 (73.5) 173.5 (165.4) 62.6 (55.7) 81.5 (94.4) 146.9 (138.5) 48.6 (56.4)
G 74.6 (67.6) 172.1 (165.0) 61.1 (61.6) 83.1 (91.4) 156.3 (156.7) 63.5 (67.6)
Face-to-face tandem G:A mismatch
G 75.3 (73.8) 179.9 (179.7) 56.8 (61.0) 80.0 (79.9) 160.4 (167.7) 76.6 (72.8)
G 76.5 (74.8) 175.7 (179.4) 59.6 (62.5) 82.2 (78.5) 171.4 (171.8) 69.5 (56.9)
A 143.8 (141.5) 177.3 (169.4) 175.0 (176.4) 85.5 (85.5) 146.1 (149.8) 56.5 (60.0)
C 71.4 (72.0) 168.7 (175.8) 55.5 (55.3) 78.6 (78.1) 156.5 (164.5) 69.4 (63.2)
Torsion angles are given for the lowest energy conformations found for the 59-GGCGAGCC (sheared form) and 59-GCGGACGC (ftf form) sequences,
respectively. Available torsion angles for the corresponding experimental structures (sheared form, SantaLucia and Turner, 1993; and ftf form, Wu and
Turner, 1996) are given in parenthesis.
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Molecular dynamics simulations of tandem
GA mismatch structures
Molecular dynamics simulations of up to 4 ns were per-
formed starting from the lowest energy ftf-tG:A (second
lowest energy in the CGAG context) and sheared tG:A mis-
match structures (the conformations that showed the best
agreement with available experimental structures). In all four
simulations the tG:A conformations stayed reasonably close
to the corresponding start structures and showed reasonable
convergence of the RMSD from the start structure after ;1
ns (Fig. 4). No rearrangements of the initial tG:A topologies
such as a transition from a ftf to a sheared topology or vice
versa have been observed during the MD simulations.
Nevertheless, for the sheared forms, transitions between type
I and II tG:A arrangements (see Fig. 3) have been found
during the simulation (with the type I arrangement more
frequently sampled than type II, not shown). For both se-
quence contexts overall, slightly larger Cartesian coordinate
ﬂuctuations were observed in the case of the ftf-tG:A simu-
lations (Fig. 5). To some degree, this is expected, since the
sheared tG:A mismatches form an overall more compact
structure. This result indicates a larger conformational free-
dom or conformational entropy of the ftf form compared to
the sheared topology. Trajectory frames from the 2- to 4-ns
interval of each MD simulation were analyzed with the
FDPB continuum solvent model (Fig. 6). The continuum
solvent analysis was performed with the same force ﬁeld
model and set of parameters as used to evaluate energy-
minima from the conformational searches.
The continuum solvent analysis of the four trajectories
showed qualitative agreement with the conclusions obtained
from the comparison of low energy tG:A substates (see
above). In the case of the 59-CGAG sequence context, the
calculations indicate an energetic preference of the sheared
form compared to the ftf form of10.7 kcal mol1 (Table 4).
In contrast, for the GGAC sequence, the imino-paired ftf
form was favored by ;13 kcal mol1 over the sheared tG:A
mismatch arrangement. With an internal dielectric constant,
ein ¼ 2, a smaller calculated preference was obtained. In this
case the calculated preference for the sheared form in the
CGAG sequence context was ;8.0 kcal mol1 and a pre-
ference for the ftf form in the case of the GGAC sequence of
;4.0 kcal mol1 was obtained. The result is in qualitative
agreement with the experimental observation. However, the
calculated energetic preference for each topology is larger
FIGURE 3 Comparison of two low energy subtopologies of the tandem
G:A-mismatches in the sheared arrangement. The arrangement in form I
(continuous line, hydrogens included) is characterized by three strong (small
distance) hydrogen bonds between adenine (strand 1) N7 and guanine
(strand 2) H2N2, between adenine H2N6 and guanine N3, and between
adenine H1N6 and the O92 of guanine (indicated as short dashed lines). This
topology is similar to the topology found experimentally in the NMR
structure by SantaLucia and Turner (1993) and for example also in the x-ray
structure of the hammerhead ribozyme (pdb-entry 1hmh, Pley et al., 1994).
The G:A basepair formed by nucleotides G120 and A90, respectively, of the
hammerhead ribozyme structure is superimposed (dashed line in A, no
hydrogens included) on the calculated type I basepair. In the alternative low
energy sheared G:A basepairing arrangement (type II, continuous line in B,
hydrogens included) two short distance hydrogen bonds (between N7 of
adenine and H2N2 of guanine and O1P of adenine and H1N2 of guanine) are
formed (short dashed lines in B). A G:A sheared basepair similar to subform
II is also present as a closing basepair of the GAAA tetraloop in the
hammerhead x-ray structure (nucleotides G21 and A24 of pdb-entry 1hmh,
dashed lines in B, no hydrogens). In A and B, the guanine corresponds to the
left base of the basepairs.
FIGURE 4 The RMSD time course of the 3-ns data gathering time
interval with respect to the start structure for the (rGCGGACGC)2 sequence
with the tandem GA mismatch in the ftf arrangement (black line), and the
(rGGCGAGCC)2 sequence in sheared conformation (dashed line).
TABLE 3 Comparison of intra- and interstrand contributions
to the calculated tG:A mismatch stability
Ftf vs.
sheared tG:A
59-CGAG 59-GGAC
Intra Inter Intra Inter
DDELJ 1.0 (5.0) 11.9 (3.6) 1.8 (9.2) 13.8 (6.1)
DDECoul 61.2 (0.2) 47.2 (7.8) 23.2 (6.4) 82.3 (10.5)
Calculated intra- and interstrand van der Waals (DDELJ) and Coulomb
(DDECoul) interaction energy differences between lowest energy ftf and
sheared forms are given in kcal mol1. The numbers in parenthesis cor-
respond to base-base interactions only.
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than experimental estimates of 2–3 kcal mol1. Interestingly,
the calculations that assume an internal dielectric constant,
ein ¼ 2, are closer to experiment than the standard, ein ¼ 1,
calculations. Similar to the results on comparing minimized
lowest energy substates, the trajectory analysis indicates the
sheared form overall to be favored by van der Waals and
polar and nonpolar solvation contributions, but disfavored
by Coulomb interactions. The trajectory analysis predicts
that differences in the total electrostatic contributions make
a signiﬁcant contribution to the sequence context-depen-
dence of the relative stability of sheared vs. ftf tG:A mis-
matches. In the case of the CGAG context, electrostatic
contributions overall slightly favor the sheared form, where-
as in the case of the GGAC context, the ftf form is electro-
statically favored over the sheared form.
DISCUSSION
The analysis of the energetic origins that determine confor-
mational preferences of structural motifs in nucleic acids is
essential to better understand their function in biological
RNA-containing molecules. Preferably, computational stud-
ies on nucleic acids should include surrounding solvent and
ions explicitly. However, explicit solvent simulations are
currently limited to small timescales (nanoseconds). Calcu-
lations on free energy differences for two conformational
substates of a biomolecule are, in principle, possible using
thermodynamic integration or perturbation methods. Such
approaches, however, require the determination of a thermo-
dynamic average over solute and all solvent degrees of
freedom for which convergence is difﬁcult to achieve. Con-
tinuum solvent methods, although principally less accurate
than explicit solvent simulations, allow the calculation of an
average solvent polarization for a given molecule confor-
mation and, in turn, an estimate of the degree of stabilization
by the surrounding solvent and ion atmosphere. Such calcu-
lations can give a hint as to what interactions stabilize or
destabilize a particular structural topology of a given motif.
As a basis for the present calculations, two NMR-derived
RNA structures with identical base composition, but slightly
different sequence, and the tG:A motif either in the sheared
form (CGAG context, Santa-Lucia and Turner, 1993) or
the ftf form (GGAC context, Wu and Turner, 1996), were
chosen. This pair of structures is a very useful reference and
basis for the present theoretical study, since both structures
have been determined under similar conditions, using the
same experimental method, and are composed of the same
nucleotides. Other inﬂuences besides of the sequence context
that may affect the relative stability of tG:A mismatch con-
formations such as solution or crystallization conditions and
contacts to other RNA elements in folded RNAs can be
excluded.
FIGURE 5 Average heavy atom position ﬂuctuations during molecular
dynamics simulations (2- to 4-ns data gathering time interval) of (A)
(rGCGGACGC)2 and (B) (rGGCGAGCC)2 RNA molecules, respectively
(ﬂuctuations of ftf-form, continuous line; sheared form, dashed line).
TABLE 4 Continuum solvent analysis of MD trajectories
Sequence time interval (rGGCGAGCC)2, 3 ns (rGCGGACGC)2, 3 ns
DEtotsalt (ftf vs. sheared form) 10.7 6 3 (8.0 6 2) 13.2 6 7 (4.2 6 2)
DEtot (without salt) 11.1 6 3 (8.4 6 2) 12.8 6 7 (3.5 6 2)
DEEstat 3.6 (1.0) 19.2 (10.0)
DECoul 91.3 (45.7) 60.7 (30.4)
DErePB(10.15 M salt) 94.8 (46.5) 41.5 (20.1)
DELJ 8.3 5.6
DESASA 0.5 0.5
DETA 1.2 0.8
Energetic contributions are given in kcal mol1 and correspond to the difference between the trajectory analysis of the face-to-face vs. sheared tandem G:A
topologies with the same sequence. Numbers in parenthesis correspond to calculations using an internal dielectric constant ein ¼ 2 (otherwise ein ¼ 1). Errors
have been calculated by comparing the total energy differences obtained for the ﬁrst part of the trajectory with differences obtained for the second part of the
trajectories. DETA includes all bonded energy contributions (bond length, bond angle, and torsion-angle energy contributions). The reaction ﬁeld energies,
DErePB(10.15 M salt), were calculated including 0.15 M monovalent salt and solving the nonlinear FDPB (Sharp and Honig, 1990).
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In the present study two different continuum solvent
analysis methods have been applied to study the conforma-
tional preference of tandem guanine:adenine mismatches
in RNA. In the systematic conformational analysis ap-
proach, energy-minimized substates for the motif have
been generated by applying constraint energy minimization
to systematically generate various backbone torsion-angle
combinations deﬁned by a set of window constraints fol-
lowed by free minimization to reach the closest energy
minimum substate. In the case of the MM/PBSA approach
(Srinivasan et al., 1998; Kollman et al., 2000), ensembles of
tG:A mismatch conformations have been generated using
molecular dynamics simulations including ions and water
explicitly followed by postprocessing the trajectories using
the same force ﬁeld and continuum solvent method as for the
analysis of substates. Both approaches complement each
other, in that the substates analysis method samples systema-
tically a wider range of conformers, whereas the MM/PBSA
approach yields more or less randomly sampled conformers
close to one or a few substates. It needs to be stressed that
a perfect agreement between substate analysis and trajectory
analysis is not expected. In the former (and faster) approach,
a greater variety of conformers can be sampled, but these
are only represented as energy minima. In contrast, during
molecular dynamics simulations, not only energy minima
but conformers compatible with a thermodynamic ensemble
in the presence of explicit solvent have been generated.
However, even at the nanosecond timescale the simulated
structures stay relatively close to one substate which is given
by the starting structure. In the present study, the lowest
energy substates that showed best agreement with available
experimental structures were chosen as start conformations.
An additional difference between the conformational sear-
ches using JUMNA (Lavery et al., 1995) and the analysis of
MD trajectories is that all bond lengths (and valence angles
within nucleobases) are kept at their optimal values in the
JUMNA approach (Lavery et al., 1995). The reduced set of
conformational variables allows a fast convergence of the
energy-minimization calculations. In the MD simulations,
bond lengths between heavy atoms were allowed to vary,
and, in particular, atoms that belong to nucleobases can un-
dergo more ﬂuctuations.
Despite these differences, both approaches yielded
qualitatively similar results on the energetic contributions
that stabilize or destabilize sheared and face-to-face topo-
logies of tG:A mismatches and on the experimentally
observed sequence context effect. The analysis of energy-
minimized substates yielded a more signiﬁcant stabilization
of the sheared form in the CGAG context but still predicted
a lower energy for the sheared vs. ftf forms in the case of the
GGAC context. However, the difference was smaller by ;3
kcal mol1 for the latter case. The MD simulations of the
tG:A motif in the two sequence contexts showed an overall
greater ﬂexibility of the face-to-face topology that indicated
an entropic favorization of the face-to-face topology not
accounted for in the energetic evaluation of the substates.
Accounting for such a contribution would overall shift the
stability difference between the two topologies in favor of
the face-to-face form in better agreement with the experi-
mental observation. The MM/PBSA trajectory analysis
yielded stability differences between the two tandem G:A
forms that have a sign in agreement with experiment but are
larger than experimental estimates (Wu and Turner, 1996).
Interestingly, we found that using a larger internal dielectric
constant of ein ¼ 2 still yields the correct sign, but also
somewhat smaller energy differences between the two mis-
match topologies in the two sequence contexts that are
probably more realistic. It should be noted that the force ﬁeld
of Cornell et al. (1995) has been designed for simulation
studies using a dielectric constant ein ¼ 1. Since for the
present analysis method the explicit solvent from the
simulation has been replaced by a continuum without reduc-
ing or changing the degrees of freedom of the solute mole-
cule, the use of ein ¼ 1 for the interior of the molecule is
a consistent choice. However, it has been found in other
applications of the MM/PBSA method, for example Wang
FIGURE 6 Cumulative average of calculated mean total energies from the
MM/PBSA-trajectory analysis (ﬁnal averages over 200 conformers). (A)
Simulation of the (rGGCGAGCC)2 structures; (B) simulation of the
(rGCGGACGC)2 structures. The continuous lines indicates the results for
the ftf-forms (dashed line, sheared form).
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et al. (2001), that a trajectory analysis with a larger dielectric
constant often yields results in better agreement with
experiment than with ein ¼ 1.
The qualitative agreement between the conformational
search approach and the MM/PBSA method allows to
identify trends concerning the energetic origins for the
stabilization of the two topologies. Both approaches predict
a stabilization of the sheared topology due to van der Waals
and nonpolar solvation contributions. This is to some degree
expected, considering the more compact shape of the sheared
tG:A arrangement. The MM/PBSA results, as well as com-
parison of lowest energy sheared and ftf substates, indicated
that Coulomb interactions generally favor the face-to-face
pairing, although the number of polar contacts such as hy-
drogen bonds is similar in both topologies (depending on
the substate, even more hydrogen bonds are possible in the
sheared topology). However, the less compact shape of the
face-to-face topology (with an on average greater distance
between opposite strands) results in an overall smaller Cou-
lomb repulsion of the phosphate groups on opposite strands.
In the sheared form, this is, in part, compensated by a more
negative reaction ﬁeld energy which stabilizes the sheared
form. These trends are seen for both sequence contexts. A
role of electrostatic contributions to stacking for the context
effect has been suspected already by Wu and Turner (1996).
For the lowest energy ftf and sheared conformations, electro-
static and van der Waals interactions were further split into
inter- and intrastrand contributions. The calculated intra- and
interstrand contributions to the van der Waals interactions of
the RNA molecules were similar in both sequence contexts.
The calculated van der Waals favorization of the sheared
topology was found to be mostly due to interstrand inter-
actions. The analysis showed further that the Coulomb part
of the interstrand base-base interaction signiﬁcantly favors
the sheared arrangement in the CGAG context, whereas the
same interaction favors the ftf arrangement in the GGAC
context. This result is in line with the results of the MM/
PBSA trajectory analysis that predicted an overall electro-
static favorization of the sheared form in the CGAG context
and ftf form in the GGAC context. It indicates that electro-
static interactions make the most signiﬁcant contribution to
the sequence context effect on the conformational preference
of tandem G:A mismatches. The two continuum solvent
approaches applied to tandem G:A mismatches could also
be useful to analyze and better understand conformational
preferences of other nucleic acid motifs. It might also be
possible to use the methodology to make predictions on
sequence context effects and how conformational prefer-
ences might change upon changing the environment of the
nucleic acid for, example, in complexes with proteins or
organic ligands.
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